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Class

James Hutchins

Planning a Horse
Purchase

James Hutchins

Simplified Horse
Care, Awareness
Horsemanship
(understanding
and using energy
and focus)

Stacy Cierkowski

Competitive Hobby
Horse

Jessica E Johnson

Liability
Considerations for
Horsemen

Jessica E Johnson

Reducing Risk
During Horse
Sales and Leases

Katie Harvey

Equine trail sports

Emmalie Hatch

The Simplicity of
Dressage

Samantha Zistatsis

Expanding your
horse knowledge:
Horse
bowl/Hippology
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Samantha Zistatsis

Home cooked
Horse Treats

Intro to working
Marie Bradley
equitation
Joseph Cunningham Jumping
Kathy Young

Leave No Trace

Leslie Cook

Confidence is Key,
“What is Horse?” Exploring the
Horse’s Mind,
Equitation for the
Judges

Andrea Rossmeier

Reining

Lori Glasgow

Leg Wrapping

Natalie Shaw

Equine Nutrition

Kari Ward

Make your own
stall plaque

Vickie Sheehan

4-H Trail class
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Class description
Buying a horse is the easy part. Learn what you need to know to
choose the horse that is right for you and what to expect for ongoing
care and expenses. This is an ideal course for those considering or
planning to become a horse owner and especially young riders who
need to understand the commitment. Family members are encouraged
to participate

Cut through the clutter of information and learn what you need to know
to meet your horse’s basic health and nutrition needs, as well as the
equipment needed for handling, training and enjoying your horse.

Session 1 making pool noodle horses and going over classes. Session
2 is taking your new horse over the courses; jumping and dressage
I will discuss mini topics that pose liability concerns and how horsemen
can mitigate the associated liability risks for each. For example, the
WA Equine Activities Statute, fencing, trailering your horse or a
friend's, waivers, contracts, insurance, etc.

I will discuss ways that people on both sides of lease or sale
transactions can better protect themselves (and the horse) and reduce
the risk of liability, including general considerations, contracts,
insurance, and more.
Educating youth on trail competition. With Ian Jones NW
representative.
How to simplify your dressage tests and overall patterns you have to
learn. Teaching the mechanics of the horses body and how it matches
our own to get better results and better scores. Each rider will learn
how to become a better rider in learning that dressage is the basis of
all training.

Horse Bowl and Hippology, horse knowledge competitions, not only
give you another path to national level ranking, but provide a fun way
to learn important details about horses and horsemanship plus
enhance your "resume". We start with the simple details such as
colors, conformation, and tack, move into care details such as feed,
poisonous plants, and parasites and then expand to deeper subjects
such as genetics and anatomy. This clinic will explain the program, and
its benefits and give attendees a chance to test their skills and practice
with the buzzers! Horse Bowl/Hippology is a great complement to
judging!
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Your horse loves treats and treats are expensive, but you can make
them at home! During this hands-on clinic, prepare some horse treats
and take them home to your friend!
I would like to show some videos (15 min) followed by descriptions of
rules and obstacles
Gymnastics, grids etc....
1. Horse and rider focused Leave No Trace Principles for trails and
Camping

I have done both classroom style and demonstration style. I was
invited by a 4-H member (Kilene Kovich) to teach here if you guys
need it! I’m willing to and comfortable to do whatever you’d like. I like
working hands on with horses but I’m also fine in a classroom setting
with a white board or a projector
Reining basicsReining judgingShowing a reiner
Learn the correct way to wrap your horses legs, improper leg wrapping
can contribute to lack of support, and pressure being applied to the
tendons in a way that can encourage injury. Learn how to correctly
protect your best friend.
She is returning for her second year at the Equus Festival, learn how to
give your horse their best insides so they can perform their best on the
outside.

Cost for this class is an additional $8, when registering choose your
font style and horses name and we'll have it cut from the circut and
ready to go. We provide all of the supplies for you to make your best
friend a stall plaque.
Learn ways to improve your trail class at the 4-H shows and fair.
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